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Introduction 

Selfpollination as the most efficent method of inbreed- 
ing has been carrield out for a considerable periad of time 
in the genus Larix, especially in the two species, European 
anld Japaneste larch, at the Arboretum in Harsholm. The 
possibility of controlled and forced selfpollination was first 
demonstrated by C. SYRACII-LARSEN in 1934 on a hybrid 
larch (Larix grnelini X leptolepis) and later on in 1938 and 
1941 on Japanese anld European larch, respectively. Since 
then many offsprings of the S ,  and S,-generations have been 
raised when flowers became available. 

Originally when the selfpollination started the purpose 
was to evaluate the selecte~d trees by studying the variation 
within families anld the eventual emergence of recessive, 
deleterious genes (20). 

These studies however have been somewhat neglected, 
but as soon as the first flowers appeareld on indivilduals of 
the selfad families it was suggested by C. SYRACH-LARSEN 

(21) to cross inbreds of European and Japanese larch, re- 
spectively. Although very promising results from the hy- 
brid, Larix eurolepis, were alrealdy availaible, an adtditional 
heterosis effect frorn the outcrossing was anticipated. 

A few interspecific outcrossings were made in 1949 and 
1951 of which only remain three trees of the P X S, com- 
bination (S. 1760). In 1954, when larch flowered abundantly, 
a number of single crosses were carried out between in- 
dividual~ of the S, generations of European anld Japanese 
larch respectively, resulting in sweral  buntdred seeldlings 
per cross. The families were planted out in equal sizecl 
plotis without replications but with two plots of European 
larch from a selected seed source (Rundforbi) for c m -  
parison. The hybrilds in the olbservation trial (F-no. 72) 
showed a luxuriant anfd uniform growth, but it was not 
possible to estimate how much of the heterosis effect was 
due to the species crosising or how much to the inbreedingl 
outcrossing effect. In comparison wit~h the istanidard of Eu- 
ropean larch the hybrids grew from 118-132% lbetter ac- 
cording to height measurements in 1961. This figure did 
not exceed similar cornparisons in the Same part of the 
country between hybrids of the P X P level and tlhe Same 
standarid (1 1). An inbreedingloutcrmsing effect was indicated 
by the relatively small standard deviation of the heights. 
For 6 of the 8 progenies this was below 10% of their re- 
spective mean heights, anld tlhe highest was almost 13%. 
These figures are sligihtly below standard deviations re- 
gistered in hybridis of the P X P level. 

We were thus still faced with the problem of how ef- 
Pective the metihod of inbreeding and outcrossing might be, 
especially when "ordinary" hpbri~dization seemed so promis- 
ing in itself. Of primary interest for our first investigations 
was therefore to test the effectiveness of the method as soon 
as mope S, and 'S, families reached the reprolductive s t a k  
and to gain experiences in some of the proiblems related to 
inbreeding viz. inbreeding depre~sion, the importance of 
selection of foundation trees an~d of inbred families and 
inldivi'duals. Although the heterosis effect deriving from the 

interspecific crossing might obscure the effect of the in- 
breeding/outcrossing most of the testing has been ldone with 
hybrids. A very practical reason is that foresters are more 
inclined to accept hybri'd larch for field trialis in their fores?s 
Dhan the pure species. It is thought justifiable also because 
the variation between hyibrilds seems to be of nearly the 
Same magnitulde as for European and Japanese larch re-  
spectively (KEIDING, 1962). 

The effect of inlbreeding in various aslpects has been 
studied by many workers viz. ORR-EWING (1957-65), R I G I ~ T E ~  
(1960), LANGNER (1961), SQUILLACE and KRAUS (1963-64), 
DIECKERT (1964), and FOWLER (1964-65). Outcrossing follow- 
ing inbreeding however have only been described for 
Pseudotsuga menziesii ( O R R ~ W I N G ,  1965) and for Larix 
(KEIDING, 1962). Thus studias of inbreeding depression have 
hitherto lbeen subject to far more jnvestigations than out- 
crossing which may have its simple explanation in that 
most of the inbred material has not started to flower yet. 
Of covrse importance of inbreeding in other aspects viz. 
genetic gain ~by selection (Pinus resinosla, FOWLER, 1964--65), 
composition of seed orchards etc. has played a part too. 

Inbred lines of the S, and in a few instances of the S, 
generations have'been both measured and scoreld for various 
quantitative characters at Harsholm, but the results have 
not been very conclusive partly due to insufficient ex- 
perimental lay-auts. Therefore the availability of flowers 
has to a large extent lbeen determining for the selection of 
material for the outcrossings presented here. 

Material 

In the years of 19518 and 1960, when flowering in larch was 
abunldant, a number of crossing series were carried out. 
The material connected with inbreelding anld outcrossing 
reisulted in six field trials of which the oldest, planted out 
in 1961, have been measured 3 times anld scored for crooked- 
ness once. The youngest which were planted in the fiel~d in 
1963 were measureld in the autumn of 1966. 

All the experiments serve the purpose of evaluating the 
effect of inbreeding an'd outcrossing, but three of them havz 
the adlditional aim of investigating the effect of selection 
within inbred lines. The three latter are numibered F-no. 
73, 89 and 92. For the sake of convenience the six experi- 
ments are treated in two groulps terrned A and B, the former 
containing F-no. 73, 76, 77 anld 94 and the latter F-no. 73, 
89 and 92. 

Of the six experiments three are socalled small scale 
trials for early assessment (F-no.'s 76, 77 and 94) anfd two 
are almost i~dentical, but placeld in different parts of the 
country (F-lno. 89 an~d 92). 

The material and tih'e experimental lay-outs for the six 
experiments are briefly described in the following. 

G r o u p  A 

Experiment F-no. 73: 2 clones of Larix decidua act as 
females for 7 indivilduals of L. leptolepis. One of the Eu- 














